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So many things you do are influenced by other peopleâ€™s thoughts of you. There are those people
with an extremely unshakable self esteem, these never bother themselves with what people think
about them- or rather that is what they try to make other people believe. Fashion has been
revolutionized completely by the development of new trends each season. However, for fashion to
be trendy, it is not only about the clothes, there are other aspects of the body that are considered
like the hair, eyes and nails. Fashion stylists have come up with so many different dressing styles,
hair styles and ways of doing the nails.

However, there is one simple question you need to ask yourself: you saw Rihanna with a Mohawk
and you want to try it out, problem is that you do not have hair that can allow you to have such a
style on you. Hair growth is influenced by almost anything, there are so many factors one of them
being genetic. The genetic inhibition of hair growth or hair loss is not correctable and someone has
to live with it. But there are those other problems like stress which cause your hair growth to be
paralyzed. All these can be prevented if you work on your stress levels. But in the case when you
feel that you need something more, then you can purchase one of those hair supplements.

These hair supplements work in such a way that they promote rapid development of new cells in
your scalp to replace the dead one which are the hair. When the replacement is being done very
fast you will realize that your hair will be growing faster than it was previously. These supplements
also help in making the hair remain strong as well as healthy. You will not be combing your hair and
at the end you find your comb cover in tons of hair like a cancer patient. The same thing applies to
the nail supplements you can use them to encourage the growth of long and very strong nails. The
hair and nail supplements are available online at websites like www.purityselect.com which allow
you to make online purchases.
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